Introduction
A common approach for designing functional materials involves the assembly of functional groups-a collection of atoms with unique properties that can be interwoven to create new materials. Organic chemists, for example, are able to tailor the reactivity, electronic structure, and mechanical properties of complex compounds through changes in the symmetry, arrangement, and coordination of such functional units on supporting "in-active" backbones. 1 Their inorganic colleagues, however, face substantial challenges: Those materials scientists who aim to rationally discover and design multifunctional inorganic phases must fi rst identify such equally important and property-determining "functional groups" or molecular units hiding in the crystalline state 2 and then subsequently establish methods to control and characterize their geometry and assembly.
Transition metal oxides of the ABO 3 perovskite class possess such a fundamental and functional unit: the corner-sharing BO 6 octahedra with central B-site transition metal cations coordinated by six oxygen ligands. Variations in the size (B-O bond lengths), shape (number of unequal B-O bonds), and connectivity (here used to describe the magnitude and pattern of octahedral rotations) of the functional octahedral units provide access to a wide spectrum of multifunctional properties ( Figure 1 ), enabled by the strong coupling among the lattice, charge, spin, and orbital degrees of freedom. [3] [4] [5] Understanding the geometric patterns and tiling-symmetry and topology-of the BO 6 building blocks therefore permits material properties in perovskites to be explained in terms of their underlying structure, making these materials amenable to control for specifi c functionalities. One principal challenge Control of octahedral connectivity in perovskite oxide heterostructures: An emerging route to multifunctional materials discovery James M. Rondinelli , Steven J. May , and John W. Freeland
Research in ABO 3 perovskite oxides ranges from fundamental scientifi c studies in superconductivity and magnetism to technologies for advanced low-power electronics, energy storage, and conversion. The breadth in functionalities observed in this versatile materials class originates, in part, from the ability to control the local and extended crystallographic structure of corner-connected octahedral units. While an established paradigm exists to alter the size, shape, and connectivity of the octahedral building blocks in bulk materials, these approaches are often limited to certain subsets of the allowed perovskite archetypes and chemistries. In this article, we describe emerging routes in thin fi lms and multilayer superlattices enabled by epitaxial synthesis aimed at engineering the octahedral connectivity-rotational magnitudes and patterns-to reach unexplored portions of the crystallographic structure-property phase space for rational materials design. We review three promising chemistry-independent strategies that provide a handle to tune the octahedral connectivity: epitaxial strain, interfacial control at perovskite/perovskite heterojunctions, and rotation engineering in short-period superlattices. Finally, we touch upon potential new functionalities that could be attained by extending these approaches to static and dynamic manipulation of the perovskite structure through external fi elds and highlight unresolved questions for the deterministic control of octahedral rotations in perovskite-structured materials.
to engineering functionality into perovskite oxides lies in fi nding new synthetic routes to control the crystal lattice. Studies of bulk systems have developed guidelines to understand perovskite structures based on ionic radii of the constituents and inter-atomic bond lengths (e.g., tolerance factor). 3 The strategy to control the size, shape, and connectivity of the BO 6 octahedra relies on hydrostatic pressure and/or chemical substitution/alloying; unfortunately, the octahedral responses are limited to the available chemistries. A grand challenge is then to fi nd routes to go beyond this limitation to access multifunctional properties through rational control of the octahedral connectivity (i.e., the rotational patterns of the BO 6 units-the perovskite structural feature that has a profound impact on properties).
In this article, we describe how layer-by-layer epitaxial synthesis methods have opened the door to the direct tuning of the octahedral connectivity in perovskite oxides without resorting to chemical substitution. By building on the strong structure-property relationships in perovskites, epitaxial constraints provide new opportunities to achieve atomic and electronic structures that are inaccessible in bulk equilibrium phases. Using recent examples from the literature, we focus on three rapidly developing methods aimed at the targeted design of octahedral rotations (and their derived properties) in oxide thin fi lms and heterostructures. These principal strategies are epitaxial strain, interfacial coupling at heterointerfaces, and coherent superlattice formation. We conclude by highlighting emerging avenues for both static/synthetic and dynamic external control of the octahedral connectivity in perovskite oxide heterostructures as a foundation for innovative technologies.
Function and structure of octahedra in perovskite oxides
Starting from a crystal-chemistry approach, the ABO 3 perovskite structure is built by tiling the fundamental BO 6 octahedral building blocks on the Cl sublattice in the simple interpenetrating cubic CsCl structure ( Figure 2 a) to yield the signature corner-connected BO 6 octahedral framework ( Figure 2b ) . The A-site cations are then substituted on the Cs sites. In the absence of octahedral rotations and distortions, this creates the aristotype cubic perovskite phase with a three-fold axis along the body-diagonal.
The properties of most perovskite oxides are mainly attributed to the chemistry of the transition metal at the center of the BO 6 unit since the A-site cations prefer to form fi xed valence, closed-shell electronic confi gurations. The electric, magnetic, and thermal responses depend on both the manner in which electrons fi ll the orbital levels on the B-site and on the covalency of the material, 6 , 7 a feature determined by the cationoxygen bond lengths and the octahedral connectivity. The size, shape, and extended connectivity of the highly fl exible octahedral framework ( Figure 1 ) all modify the hybridization/ chemical bonding through changes in the overlap of transition metal 3 d and oxygen 2 p orbitals.
The size of the BO 6 units can be modulated to form small and large octahedra without necessarily altering the point symmetry of the archetypal phase. For instance, static segregation of charge ( δ ) can drive an ordered charge disproportionation reaction of the type 2B N +
B
( N + δ )+ + B ( N -δ )+ ( N is the nominal ionic charge on the B cation), 8 which results in alternating octahedra that are dilated (long B-O bonds) and contracted (short B-O bonds) ( Figure 1 , left) . 9 , 10 Shape-altering distortions of the octahedra can arise from the fi rst-order cooperative Jahn-Teller effect when fi lling of B-site d -orbitals leads to an orbital degeneracy. The degeneracy can be lifted by tetragonally distorting the octahedra, where two elongated and four compressed B-O bonds are created ( Figure 1 , right) . 11 -13 Cooperative polar B-cation displacements can also occur and lead to noncentrosymmetric crystal structures with functional optical, piezo-, and ferroelectric properties. 14 -16 In addition to size and shape distortions, which modify the B-O bond lengths, rotations of the BO 6 units ( Figure 1 , bottom) buckle the octahedral framework along different Cartesian axes (B-O-B bond angles <180°) and play an important role in determining the physical properties of perovskite oxides. There are 15 distinct rotation patterns 17 , 18 that keep the BO 6 units nearly rigid and are classifi ed using the Glazer notation 19 by the manner in which adjacent octahedra rotate along a particular Cartesian direction: a -( + ) indicates out-of-phase (in-phase) rotations, while a 0 denotes no rotation, about a Cartesian axis. This is best illustrated for the simple case in Figure 2c , which shows in-and out-of-phase rotations only along the z -axis. For perovskite oxides, the cooperative behavior of the octahedra, reinforced by their corner connectivity, often results in two common rotation systems, rhombohedral ( a -a -a -) or orthorhombic ( a -a -c + ) ( Figure 2d ). These changes in the extended structure of the octahedral framework, which alter the translational symmetry, infl uence the material properties by bending the B-O-B bond angle away from 180°. The strength of the B-O-B interactions necessarily changes as the overlap between O 2 p and B d -orbitals is reduced. The magnitude and symmetry of the rotations, for example, determine electronic bandgaps, 20 thermal conductivity, 21 magnetic properties, 22 -24 and critical (superconductivity) transition temperatures. 25 They are most routinely controlled in bulk materials by judicious choice of the A-and B-site cation size mismatch 26 -28 through chemical pressure 29 -31 or through applications of external hydrostatic pressure. 32 , 33 Figure 3 provides two examples of how isovalent A-site substitution is used to tune functional properties by altering the connectivity (B-O-B bond angles) of the functional BO 6 units in manganites 34 , 35 and nickelates. 36 , 37 However, this approach is limited by available chemistries.
Finding new synthetic routes to tailor the connectivity of the octahedral building blocks in a manner independent of composition is highly desirable; it would provide directionality control over materials properties while simultaneously achieving desired compositions. Recent attention has been devoted to understanding epitaxial and heterostructure control of the octahedral rotations, generating structures with chemistries inaccessible via bulk synthesis.
Before strategies for octahedral control in fi lms are discussed, we note that the measurement of oxygen positions in thin fi lms, required to identify the octahedral behavior, presents a formidable task. In bulk perovskites, powder diffraction is available to characterize octahedral behavior, enabling identifi cation of the structure-properties relationships shown in Figure 3 . While x-ray diffraction is routinely used to gain insight into the shape and the size of the unit cell, the quantifi cation of octahedral connectivity in fi lms is much more diffi cult due to the limited sample volume of fi lms, the presence of a thick substrate, and the weak scattering from oxygen atoms. However, advances in transmission electron microscopy and the availability of synchrotron x-ray sources have enabled measurements of rotational patterns and magnitudes in thin perovskite fi lms. 38 -47 These advances in experimental techniques concomitant with fi rst-principles density functional methods have enabled new insights into octahedral behavior in oxide heterostructures. 47 More details on the application of density functional calculations to investigate structure in perovskite fi lms can be found in a recently published review article. 48 
Strain engineering of octahedral rotations
For the last decade, the choice of substrate materials on which to grow a functional perovskite oxide has primarily been governed by the lattice mismatch between the substrate and fi lm-an approach taken from the growth and design of compound semiconductors. The underlying assumption in this strategy is that the elastic strain energy imposed on the fi lm by the substrate is accommodated by changes in the fi lm's unit cell parameters rather than by changes in the internal atomic positions. This route has been extremely successful in tailoring the dielectric, piezoelectric, and multiferroic properties of thin-fi lm perovskites. 49 -51 However, the fl exible corner-connected octahedral network in perovskites allows for epitaxial stresses to be accommodated by changes to octahedral connectivity (rotations), in addition to size and shape distortions. The strain-octahedral rotation coupling mechanism, however, is less understood and more poorly characterized than strain-induced lattice parameter distortions, due in part to the experimental diffi culty in extracting oxygen positions in heteroepitaxial thin fi lms. However, as octahedral rotations couple directly to magnetic, electronic, and multiferroic behaviors, strain-based control over these functional properties 52 In rhombohedral LaNiO 3 , however, the strain-space over which the bulk-like rhombohedral rotation phase persists is much larger. It is stable for all computationally explored strain values. 39 Nonetheless, distinct changes in the electronic conductivity are observed. 64 , 65 This occurs because the misfi t strain directly alters both the octahedral shape and connectivity ( Figure 4b -c) . Somewhat unexpectedly at fi rst glance, the in-plane bond angles are weakly sensitive to the epitaxial strain state, while the out-of-plane bond angle can be tuned by nearly 3.6° per percent strain. In contrast, the in-plane bond lengths couple linearly to strain-a consequence of accommodating the change in the in-plane unit cell area that occurs from coherent epitaxy-while the out-of-plane bond lengths are weakly dependent on strain. The latter occurs because the changes in the out-of-plane lattice parameter (due to Poisson effects) are accommodated largely by the rotations of the octahedra rather than through bond compression. Using an x-ray diffraction approach based on the measurement of half-order peaks arising from octahedral rotations, 66 the rotational magnitudes in strained LaNiO 3 fi lms were measured and found to be in good agreement with the fi rst-principles results described previously. 39 Similarly, in fi lms of La 0.5 Sr 0.5 CoO 3 , which is rhombohedral in bulk form, extended x-ray absorption spectroscopy (EXAFS) was used The isovalent phase diagrams of rare earth manganites (a) and nickelates (b) with A-site composition exhibit changes in the octahedral connectivity (B-O-B bond angles, upper panels) and symmetry. Changes to the octahedral connectivity (horizontal arrows) affect the temperatures associated with magnetic and charge ordering phase transitions, whereas periodic orderings of the octahedral shape and size (vertical arrows) occur at the orbital ordering and bond disproportionation transitions in the manganites and nickelates, respectively (lower panels). Data adapted from References 34 -37 . to show that strain is accommodated by both octahedral rotations and distortions. 67 In addition, epitaxial control of octahedral rotations provides a new opportunity to realize novel phase transitions: the discontinuity near 0.5% strain in Figure 4b -c signals an isosymmetric transition 68 that is associated with the change in "sense" of the a -a -c -rotation pattern, which occurs when the fi lm's axial ( c / a ) ratio approaches unity. Such structure-driven transitions are inaccessible in bulk rhombohedrally distorted perovskites since they originate from the 2D-mechanical coupling of the octahedral framework of the fi lm to the substrate. These abrupt (isosymmetric) transitions 69 in octahedral rotation patterns were recently reported near the self-morphotropic phase boundary in highly compressed magnetoelectric and multiferroic BiFeO 3 fi lms. 70 At this functional transition-accessible only through misfi t strain control-a concomitant large and electric-fi eldtunable 71 reorientation of the ferroelectric polarization occurs. Orthorhombic perovskites offer the ability to separately control the B-O bond lengths and B-O-B angles because they have an intrinsic or "built-in" anisotropy originating from the a -a -c + rotation pattern ( Figure 2d ) not afforded by their rhombohedral relatives. The in-phase component ( c + ) of the rotation pattern occurs about the longest axis. Thus, control over electric and magnetic polarizations 72 -75 is predicted to be accessible by judiciously choosing the fi lm/substrate orientation. In c -oriented orthorhombic SrRuO 3 fi lms (i.e., with the c + rotation about the long axis set perpendicular to the substrate) the rotation-strain interactions resemble those described for rhombohedral perovskites. Compressive (tensile) strain increases (decreases) the rotations about the [001]-direction, while the total magnitude of the rotation pattern is kept nearly constant by a compensating increase (decrease) in the rotations about the [110]-direction. In fi lms where the long axis and the c + rotation occurs in the plane of epitaxy, however, both rotations about the [001] and [110]-directions decrease as the strain goes from compressive to tensile. 76 Controlled growth of orthorhombic perovskites should therefore enable a direct route for tuning the total magnitude of the rotational pattern-the B-O-B bond angles and thus the magnetic interactions and electronic bandwidths derived from them. Indeed, the asymmetric orientationdependent RuO 6 rotation response in SrRuO 3 fi lms was found to give a larger magnetostructural coupling than that provided by biaxial strain alone. 77 Clearly, strain couples strongly to octahedral rotations in perovskite oxides. A substantial portion of the change in lattice parameters is mediated by changes in both the relative magnitude of the BO 6 octahedral rotations and the B-O bond lengths. Complete guidelines governing the response of the octahedral units in perovskites to strain are not yet available; however, these early studies reveal that misfi t strain provides a direct handle by which to tune a fi lm's octahedral rotational patterns and properties.
Interfacial coupling of octahedral rotations
The substrate also plays a crucial role in determining the octahedral behavior of the film. In addition to imposing mechanical stresses and epitaxial strain on the fi lm, perovskitestructured substrates also enforce a geometric constraint: the BO 6 octahedra (barring oxygen vacancies) must remain cornerconnected. This corner-connectivity enables the octahedral distortions and rotations present in the substrate to be transferred across the heteroepitaxial interface and imprinted into the fi lm. In other words, there exists an octahedral proximity effect at perovskite/perovskite heterointerfaces ( Figure 5 ). 78 -80 Interfacial octahedral coupling provides a complementary route to the strain coupling described previously for tuning the connectivity of the functional BO 6 units. 41 , 78 -81 Symmetry matching between the fi lm and substrate has been shown to play a key role in stabilizing high-quality perovskite fi lms. 82 However, the intentional use of a symmetry-mismatch between the substrate and fi lm allows for the stabilization of nonequilibrium rotational patterns in the fi lms. For example, rotations present in the low temperature, tetragonal phase of a SrTiO 3 substrate were predicted to persist into a SrFeO 3 fi lm, creating an interfacial region with a symmetry that differs from bulk cubic SrFeO 3 . 79 Interfacial coupling not only modifi es the octahedral response of the fi lm, but it can also modify the atomic structure within the substrate at the heterojunction. In the SrTiO 3 48 Each substrate may stabilize octahedral rotation patterns at the fi lm/substrate interface that are absent in the rhombohedral fi lm's bulk phase. Full control of the octahedral proximity effect in this capacity remains to be exploited for realizing multifunctional heterostructures.
Interfacial octahedral coupling also provides a direct and controllable route to alter the BO 6 rotation angles at the heterointerface. In situations where a rhombohedral or orthorhombic fi lm is grown on a cubic substrate, the substrate is able to largely suppress rotations in the near interface region of the fi lm. At the interfaces between the cubic phase of SrTiO 3 
, 83
The altered connectivity of the BO 6 units in the interfacial region should exhibit electronic and/or ferroic behavior that differs from the non-interfacial regions of the fi lm and its bulk counterpart. For instance, the suppression of rotations can lead to interfacial regions with anomalous dielectric behavior and a reduced bandgap, as was observed in the near-interfacial region of BiFeO 3 at the BiFeO 3 /La 0.7 Sr 0.3 MnO 3 /SrTiO 3 heterointerface ( Figure 5b -d) . 78 In addition to static octahedral reconstructions, the lattice vibrational (phonons) modes associated with dynamic octahedral rotations (cooperative oxygen displacements) can propagate across interfaces and produce markedly different macroscopic electronic properties. Coupling of the phonons associated with the a 0 a 0 c -pattern in the SrTiO 3 substrate was found to increase the resistivity of an La 0.53 Sr 0.47 MnO 3 fi lm due to enhanced phonon scattering at temperatures near the cubic-to-tetragonal SrTiO 3 structural phase transition. 84 This phase transition also produces long-range buckling of the SrTiO 3 surface leading to anisotropic surface rumpling, a structural feature that can propagate into epitaxial fi lms. 81 , 85 An important aspect of engineering the octahedral proximity effect is the spatial length scale over which the octahedral patterns in the fi lm are modifi ed, because this is the region accessible to property control via the functional BO 6 units. Although the precise distance over which the substrate-induced rotational behavior penetrates across the interface remains an open issue, early evidence suggests it is determined by the symmetries of the rotational patterns belonging to the bulk phases of the substrate and fi lm, as well as the chemical mismatch between these materials. For instance, density functional techniques have shown that the single-axis rotations imprinted from insulating SrTiO 3 into metallic SrFeO 3 persist for only two unit cells about the [001]-direction, 79 likely a result of the weak interlayer coupling associated with the a 0 a 0 c -rotations about that z -direction (i.e., this rotation pattern maintains corner-connectivity across the interface independent of the rotations about the [001] direction). When the coupling involves both in-and out-of-plane rotations, however, the substrate-induced behavior is expected to persist over greater length scales. Altered octahedral behavior is reported over a fi ve unit cell region ( ∼ 2 nm) at the SrTiO 3 /La 0.75 Sr 0.25 MnO 3 interface. 80 A similar length scale was observed with STEM for the suppression of rotations in BiFeO 3 at a heterojunction with La 0.7 Sr 0.3 MnO 3 .
78 Films of SrRuO 3 grown on SrTiO 3 were found to exhibit a tetragonal symmetry for at least 9 unit cells before relaxing to their bulk-like orthorhombic symmetry at greater fi lm thicknesses, suggesting that interfacial-stabilized symmetries persist over more than just a few unit cells. 83 The strength and length scale of interfacial octahedral coupling at structurally
) heterointerfaces, two of the most commonly occurring symmetries in perovskites, remain to be explored.
Coherent heteroepitaxy of perovskite fi lms requires the BO 6 octahedra to both distort and rotate to maintain the cornerconnected network across the substrate-fi lm heterojunction. This requirement provides an opportunity to tailor the interfacial coupling of BO 6 octahedral behavior to stabilize familiar perovskite materials with new functionalities. To effectively harness this effect requires that both the lattice parameters and symmetry of the substrate are fully considered during experimental design and analysis in addition to the processes-changes in bond lengths and bond angles and/or point and planar defect formation-by which the octahedral behavior in the fi lm relaxes away from the substrate-induced symmetry. One important area of future study is developing a deeper understanding of the local structure in the region where the interfacial coupling effect yields to the epitaxial strain-rotation coupling-local octahedral distortions are likely required to maintain the geometric connectivity. 78 A greater understanding of the role played by the electronic structure of the two materials-whether a metal/ metal, insulator/metal, or insulator/insulator heterointerface exists-is also likely a critical aspect to realizing the full potential of this design approach.
Rotational behavior in synthetic superlattices
The octahedral proximity effect identifi ed at the substrate/fi lm interface can be additionally exploited for rational control of the BO 6 octahedral units in ways not available to single layer fi lms or simple heterojunctions. The formation of short-period coherent superlattices and multilayer heterostructures-consisting of two materials with different transition metal cations (B and B') and dissimilar BO 6 and B'O 6 rotational symmetries and/or magnitudes at a periodicity shorter than the length scale associated with relaxation of the proximity effect-makes it possible to either (1) maximize the interfacial octahedral coupling effect in short-period superlattices, or (2) spatially localize the nonequilibrium octahedral behavior, realizing a form of rotational " δ -doping," described more thoroughly later. Both routes afford control of the octahedral behavior in synthetic heterostructures through changes in the relative number of constituent repeat units (and their composition) in the heterostructure-parameters selected prior to materials synthesis and thus amenable to rational property design.
Tuning the ratio of the BO 6 and B'O 6 octahedra in a superlattice provides direct control over the octahedral shape and connectivity in a fundamentally different fashion than that available to simple fi xed-composition and epitaxially strained fi lms. Consider, for example, different period ( n,m )-superlattices formed from cubic ( n ) and rhombohedral ( m ) perovskites with the a 0 a 0 a 0 and a -a -c -patterns ( Figure 6 a) , respectively. The overall superlattice composition derived from the number of n and m building blocks, given as C = n /( n + m ), emerges as a new variable to tune the octahedral connectivity through the proximity effect. Increasing the composition C → 1 at fi xed m, for example, favors the non-tilted octahedral geometry. The proximity effect derived from the cubic perovskites blocks ( n ) suppresses the preference for rotations in the rhombohedral ( m ) blocks. As a result, all inter-octahedral B-O-B bond angles increase toward 180° in the superlattice ( Figure 6b ). This is unlike the strain-octahedral rotation coupling where a decrease (increase) in the in-plane bond angle is usually accommodated by an increase (decrease) in the out-of-plane bond angle ( Figure 6c ) , thereby maintaining the net magnitude of the octahedral rotation system as nearly constant. The compositional control in the superlattice enables a net reduction or enhancement in the total rotation amplitude. Due to the cornerconnectivity of the perovskite structure, this net change in octahedral rotation magnitude forces cooperative compression (or elongation) of all B-O bonds ( Figure 6d ), contrasting the compensating and anisotropic behavior observed in strained fi lms ( Figure 6e ).
This tuning of the bond lengths and angles through superlattice composition control has recently been demonstrated in (LaNiO 3 ) m /(SrMnO 3 ) 2 superlattices. 86 For superlattices with m = 1, the rotations are strongly suppressed (SrMnO 3 is cubic) and yields ultrathin nickelate layers exhibiting octahedral behavior that is markedly different from the bulk-the NiO 6 rotations are almost completely absent. In contrast, large rotations are induced in the SrMnO 3 layers for the case of m = 4. As a result, direct tuning of structure-driven electronic properties should be accessible using this superlattice approach. Indeed, variable composition SrTiO 3 /SrFeO 3 superlattices exhibit remarkably different octahedral size, shape, and connectivity with corresponding metal-insulator transitions and orbital polarizations. 87 First-principles calculations of LaNiO 3 /LaAlO 3 superlattices also reveal a strong coupling between the electronic structure and octahedral behavior. 88 Furthermore, the formation of ultrashort n = m = 1 superlattices with perovskite constituents that have different octahedral rotations patterns appears to be an emerging strategy for realizing novel forms of improper ferroelectricity (i.e., the primary order parameter for the phase transition is not the ferroelectric polarization). 47 Such unusual forms of ferroelectricity are crucial for realizing temperature-independent dielectric properties for thin-fi lm capacitor applications.
The unit cell-by-unit cell growth of oxide heterostructures allows for δ -doping of chemically and structurally distinct single BO 6 monolayers. These approaches, which were originally employed in conventional semiconductor heterostructures, 90 are actively being pursued in perovskite oxides as a route to enhance carrier mobility and tune magnetic interactions. 91 -93 Using the rotational proximity effect in a digitally ordered superlattice allows a perovskite, which exhibits large octahedral rotations in the bulk, to be sandwiched within a material with no tendency to rotations (i.e., n m, m = 1). The spatially confi ned BO 6 rotation layer, or δ -doped rotation, which occurs simultaneously with A-site cation substitution, enables direct charge-carrier doping and electronic control in the octahedrally doped region. This strategy was recently demonstrated in a series of uniformly strained SrTiO 3 /LaAlO 3 heterojunctions, interleaved with different single layer A 3+ AlO 3 unit cells with larger octahedral rotations (decreasing rare-earth ionic radii), to be a remarkably powerful route to tune a metal-insulator transition in a buried two-dimensional electron gas. 94 Another intriguing line of study made possible by these octahedral engineering approaches is the formation of rotational superstructures that exhibit spatially modulated rotational magnitudes or rotational periods much longer than two unit cells. Such a structure could be realized in superlattices by tuning the constituent layer thicknesses, allowing partial relaxation of the octahedral rotations between the interfaces. These superstructures may give rise to novel modulated magnetic and electronic behavior. Additionally, the importance of covalent interactions in perovskites for stabilizing rotational patterns 95 suggests that the formation of artifi cially structured oxides in which the constituent compounds exhibit dramatically different electronic structures could yield novel octahedral behavior. The abrupt changes in covalency among the chemically distinct layers could be used to realize particular rotation patterns and, in turn, desired material properties.
Summary and prospects
Tailoring the size, shape, and connectivity of functional BO 6 units is crucial to engineering material properties in perovskites. The thermal, electric, and magnetic responses are all strongly linked to changes in the atomic structure. We have illustrated the principal routes by which direct control over the connectivity of the octahedral structure is possible using epitaxial constraints. This offers exciting opportunities to achieve desired properties in targeted compositions and the possibility of generating new ground-states unavailable in the bulk counterparts. However, a multifunctional material should be responsive to a variety of external stimuli (e.g., pressure, strain, chemical, optical, electric, and magnetic). The direct routes we have described for tuning the octahedral connectivity make it possible to position many transition metal perovskite oxides closer to functional phase boundaries where external perturbations may be used to traverse and induce colossal responses.
Consider the case of coupling to external electric fi elds, especially in lieu of the desire to utilize complex transition metal oxides as low-power electronic materials, 96 where the property-determining rotations should be electric-fi eld addressable. In simple perovskites, the individual octahedra and their broader connectivity couple weakly (if at all) to external electric fi elds-a consequence of the geometric centricity of the BO 6 units. This raises a critical challenge for the discovery of new multifunctional electric-fi eld tunable oxides: Are there synthetic perovskite assembly routes that permit combinations of BO 6 octahedra to induce polarizations? Such questions are intensely being studied, and materials design guidelines for engineering BO 6 octahedra that respond to electric fi elds are at present being identifi ed; 47 , 89 , 97 -99 quasi-two dimensionality or "layering" achieved through A-site cation ordering and particular orthorhombic rotation systems appear promising. Strategies for external control of rotations may also arise from a recently developed system for describing rotational symmetry operations. 100 Another route to control the octahedral rotations relies on the piezoelectric effect in heterostructures integrating piezoelectric substrates or interfacial layers: 101 Application of an electric fi eld induces a lattice distortion, which modifi es the strain state, and in turn the octahedral rotation magnitudes through strain-rotation coupling. Additional opportunities for dynamical control of structure arise from photostriction 102 or harnessing direct phonon coupling with THz radiation. 103 , 104 To fully exploit these emerging design approaches requires addressing several fundamental questions: What are the critical parameters that determine the octahedral behavior in a fi lm under epitaxial strain or across a heterointerface with a symmetry mismatch? What are the length scales and mechanisms associated with relaxation of substrate-induced octahedral behavior? To what extent is it possible to separate cation composition and material symmetry? How can octahedral behavior be controlled independently along both in-plane and out-of-plane directions? How do defects inhibit the strategies described herein to control octahedral connectivity? We anticipate that great strides will be made in addressing these questions over the next decade, and in the process, materials scientists will establish new strategies for structure-driven control of functional properties in complex oxide heterostructures.
